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Although SU(1,1) interferometry achieves Heisenberg-limited sensitivities, it suffers from one major
drawback: Only those particles outcoupled from the pump mode contribute to the phase measurement.
Since the number of particles outcoupled to these “side modes” is typically small, this limits the
interferometer’s absolute sensitivity. We propose an alternative “pumped-up” approach where all the input
particles participate in the phase measurement and show how this can be implemented in spinor Bose-
Einstein condensates and hybrid atom-light systems—both of which have experimentally realized SU(1,1)
interferometry. We demonstrate that pumped-up schemes are capable of surpassing the shot-noise limit
with respect to the total number of input particles and are never worse than conventional SU(1,1)
interferometry. Finally, we show that pumped-up schemes continue to excel—both absolutely and in
comparison to conventional SU(1,1) interferometry—in the presence of particle losses, poor particle-
resolution detection, and noise on the relative phase difference between the two side modes. Pumped-up
SU(1,1) interferometry therefore pushes the advantages of conventional SU(1,1) interferometry into the
regime of high absolute sensitivity, which is a necessary condition for useful quantum-enhanced devices.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.150401
Quantum correlations allow precision interferometric
measurements below the shot-noise limit [1,2]. This can
be achieved by replacing the input state of a conventional
interferometer with a nonclassical state; this is the approach
being pursued in gravitational wave detection [3,4], where
the vacuum port of a Michelson interferometer is substituted
for a squeezed-light source. Unfortunately, the fragility of
highly correlated quantum states to detection losses severely
limits the quantum enhancement achievable in practice [5].
An alternative approach is to design an interferometer
where the quantum correlations are generated within the
interferometer, thereby making it robust to these losses. The
archetypical example is a SU(1,1) interferometer [6,7],
which is configured as a Mach-Zehnder with the passive
beam splitters replaced by active nonlinear beam splitters
that create or annihilate pairs of correlated particles [see
Fig. 1(a)]. This generates a high degree of particle entangle-
ment within the interferometer, allowing phase measure-
ments at the ultimate Heisenberg limit while additionally
providing a robustness to inefficient particle detection [8,9].
This excellent “per particle” sensitivity and robustness has
resulted in a strong theoretical interest in SU(1,1) interfer-
ometry [10–13] and its experimental realization in optical
systems [14,15], hybrid atom-light interferometers [16], and
spinor Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [17–19].
Unfortunately, the prospect of a high-precision SU(1,1)
interferometer is limited. In practice, it is difficult to engineer
nonlinear active beam splitters that are both reversible and
capable of outcoupling evenmodest numbers of particles. For
example, theHeisenberg-limitedphasemeasurement reported
in Ref. [19] was made with a mere 2.8 0.2 particles on
average. Consequently, the promise of Heisenberg-limited
sensitivities is of little practical benefit, especially when
sophisticated classical interferometers display superior abso-
lute sensitivities bymany orders ofmagnitude and suffer none
of the robustness issues that afflict quantum-enhanced devi-
ces. The crux of the issue is that SU(1,1) interferometry is
inherently wasteful; it requires the generation and manipula-
tion of large numbers of particles but does not make use of all
these particles within the phase measurement. As a general
heuristic, a necessary condition for a high-precision (i.e.,
useful) quantum-enhanced device is that the quantum
enhancement provide additional sensitivity beyond the
shot-noise limit with respect to the total particle number.
In this Letter, we present a modification to SU(1,1)
interferometry that (a) uses all particles to make the phase
measurement, (b) gives sub-shot-noise sensitivities with
respect to the total particle number, and (c) is surprisingly
more robust than conventional SU(1,1) interferometry to
inefficient particle detection. Our “pumped-up” approach
linearly mixes the correlated pairs of particles with the
pump mode(s) from which these particles are outcoupled
and, therefore, represents only a small increase in the
complexity of the interferometer design. Nevertheless,
pumped-up SU(1,1) interferometry is, in principle, never
worse than conventional SU(1,1) interferometry and is
usually orders of magnitude more sensitive, even in the
presence of typical losses. We illustrate the general prin-
ciples of pumped-up SU(1,1) interferometry by considering
specific implementations in (i) spinor BECs and (ii) hybrid
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atom-light systems. Both platforms have experimentally
realized proof-of-principle SU(1,1) interferometry [16,19]
and, therefore, represent strong candidate systems for
implementing our pumped-up approach.
Conventional SU(1,1) interferometry.—The first beam
splitter in a SU(1,1) interferometer actively creates corre-
lated particle pairs via parametric amplification, described
by the unitary UˆPAðrÞ ¼ exp½−irðaˆ†1aˆ†2 þ aˆ1aˆ2Þ, where aˆ1
and aˆ2 are the two bosonic modes that form the arms of the
interferometer (the “side modes”). Since these modes are
initially vacuum, this unitary produces a two-mode squeezed
vacuum state—which is a coherent superposition of twin-
Fock states—with average particle number N s ≡ 2 sinh
2 r
[20]. These particles are assumed to be outcoupled from an
undepleted reservoir (the “pump mode”), whose average
occupation is much larger thanN s. After some interrogation
time, which imprints a phase ϕ=2 on each side mode, a
second parametric amplifier reverses the first [see Fig. 1(a)];
this is conveniently achieved by imposing a pi=2 phase shift
on the pump such that r → −r. A measurement of the
number sum of the two side modes Nˆs ¼ aˆ†1aˆ1 þ aˆ†2aˆ2 at the
output is sensitive to the phase ϕ. Explicitly, at the optimal
operating point ϕ ¼ 0, the phase sensitivity of this meas-
urement is Heisenberg limited with respect to N s:
ΔϕSUð1;1Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
VarðNˆsÞ
q
j∂hNˆsi=∂ϕj

ϕ¼0
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N sðN s þ 2Þ
p : ð1Þ
We consider two physical systems which have exper-
imentally realized SU(1,1) interferometry.
(i) Spinor BEC.—The hyperfine manifold of a spin-1
BEC of ultracold atoms can be used to construct an effective
three-level system. Spin-mixing collisions coherently out-
couple pairs of atoms from the mF ¼ 0 state (pump mode
aˆ0) to the mF ¼ 1 states (side modes aˆ) [see Fig. 1(i)].
The full spin-mixing dynamics are given by [21,22]
HˆSMD ¼ ℏκ½aˆ20aˆ†þaˆ†−þ ðaˆ†0Þ2aˆþaˆ−
þ ℏκ

Nˆ0 −
1
2

ðNˆþ þ Nˆ−Þ þ ℏqðNˆþ þ Nˆ−Þ; ð2Þ
where Nˆi ≡ aˆ
†
i aˆi. By dynamically tuning q with a magnetic
field, the quadratic Zeeman shift (third term) cancels colli-
sional shifts due to s-wave scattering of the three modes
(second term) [19,23]. Then, provided hNˆ0i ≫ hNˆi
throughout the interaction time t, the undepleted pump
approximation aˆ0 →
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N¯
p
holds (for average total particle
number N¯), and we realize UˆPAðrÞ with r ¼ N¯κt.
(ii) Hybrid atom-light system.—Four-wave mixing
(FWM) via a Raman pulse generates atom-light entangle-
ment. For an atomic ensemble prepared in pump mode aˆ0, a
coherent optical pump beam bˆ0 transfers atoms from the
pump to another atomic mode aˆ1, accompanied by the
emission of a photon bˆ1 [see Fig. 1(iii)]. Since outcoupling
one atom correlates with the production of one photon, this
realizes correlated atom-light pairs according to [24–27]
HˆFWM ¼ ℏκðaˆ†0bˆ†0aˆ1bˆ1 þ aˆ0bˆ0aˆ†1bˆ†1Þ: ð3Þ
If both pump modes aˆ0 and bˆ0 remain highly occupied
compared with the side modes aˆ1 and bˆ1, then the
(c)
(b)
(a)
FIG. 1. (a) A conventional SU(1,1) interferometer, constructed
with two active nonlinear beam splitters UˆPAðrÞ. (b) Pumped-up
SU(1,1) interferometry with three modes of a spinor BEC. Initially,
all atoms are in the mF ¼ 0 pump mode, assumed to be a coherent
state jα0i with jα0j2 ¼ N¯. The active beam splitter UˆSMD is
achieved via spin-mixing collisions between three hyperfine levels
[see (i) and Eq. (2)], whereas the pump is mixed with the two side
modes using a tritter UˆtrðθÞ, engineered with coherent radio
frequency pulses [see (ii) and Eq. (5)]. (c) Pumped-up SU(1,1)
interferometry with the four modes of a hybrid atom-light system.
The initial pumpmodes are coherent states, the active beam splitter
UˆRðrÞ is realized by FWM engineered with a Raman process [see
(iii) and Eq. (3)], and pump enhancement is achieved with atomic
and optical beam splitters that separately mix the atomic and
photonic modes [see (iv) and (v), respectively].
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undepleted pump approximation holds (aˆ0 →
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Na0
p
and
bˆ0 →
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Nb0
p
if both pumps are in phase), and we realize
UˆPAðrÞ with r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Na0Nb0
p
κt.
Pumped-up SU(1,1) interferometry with spinor BECs.—
We aim to boost the absolute sensitivity of the interfer-
ometer by linearly mixing the pump mode aˆ0 with side
modes aˆ after the first nonlinear beam splitter described
by Eq. (2). We do this via a variable-angle three-mode
beam splitter (i.e., tritter):
Hˆtr ¼
ℏΩﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ½eiϑaˆ†
0
ðaˆþ þ aˆ−Þ þ e−iϑaˆ0ðaˆ†þ þ aˆ†−Þ; ð4Þ
which evolves the modes according to
aˆðθÞ ¼ aˆcos2

θ
2

− aˆ∓sin
2

θ
2

−
ie−iϑﬃﬃﬃ
2
p aˆ0 sin θ; ð5aÞ
aˆ0ðθÞ ¼ aˆ0 cos θ −
ieiϑﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðaˆþ þ aˆ−Þ sin θ; ð5bÞ
where θ ¼ Ωt and ϑ are the tritter angle and phase, respec-
tively.A tritter is achieved by coherently coupling themF ¼ 0
state to the mF ¼ 1 states via a radio frequency pulse of
Rabi frequencyΩ and phase ϑ, as illustrated in Fig. 1(ii). This
can be donewith high fidelity and on time scales much faster
than the nonlinear outcoupling process or phase evolution, as
demonstrated experimentally in Ref. [28]. After the first
tritter, we assume a period of phase evolution that writes a
phase ϕ=2 onto each side mode; the interferometer is then
closed by implementing a second tritter (with θ → −θ,
achievable by changing ϑ→ ϑþ pi) and a second period
of spin mixing [see Fig. 1(b)].
We first quantify the effect of pump enhancement via the
quantum Fisher information (QFI), which places a lower
bound on the achievable sensitivity Δϕ ≥ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F
p
called
the quantum Cramér-Rao bound (QCRB) [2,29,30]. This
bound holds irrespective of the specific measurement signal
at the output and phase-estimation procedure; here it is
entirely determined by the input state, the dynamics of the
first spin-mixing operation, and the first tritter (via the
angle θ and phase ϑ). Specifically, within the undepleted
pump regime, the QFI is [31–41]
F ðθÞ ¼ N¯sin2θ þ 1
4
ðN¯ −N sÞGðN s; ϑÞsin2ð2θÞ
þ 1
2
N sfN s þ ½3þ ðN s þ 1Þcos2θcos2θg; ð6Þ
where GðN s;ϑÞ≡N s−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N sðN sþ2Þ
p
sinð2ϑÞ. For θ ¼ 0
we recover conventional SU(1,1) interferometry with
QFI F ð0Þ ¼ N sðN s þ 2Þ. Indeed, it trivially follows
that maxθF ðθÞ ≥ F ð0Þ, proving that with arbitrary control
over θ pump enhancement gives sensitivities no worse
than conventional SU(1,1) interferometry—and, as we will
demonstrate, usually much better in practice.
Maximizing Eq. (6) yields optimal parameters ϑopt ¼
3pi=2 and θopt ¼ 0; pi=2, or fpi þ 2csc−1½GðN s; ϑÞg=4þ
Oð1=N¯Þ, and to leading order in N¯
F ðθoptÞ ¼
8<
:
N¯ þ 1
2
N 2s ; N s <
1
4
;
max
n
e2rð1þcoth rÞ
8
N¯;F ð0Þ
o
; N s ≥
1
4
:
ð7Þ
Therefore, pumped-up SU(1,1) interferometry has an
achievable sensitivity at least as good as the shot-noise
limit (with respect to total particle number N¯), and any
quantum enhancement improves the sensitivity beyond this
shot-noise limit. Conventional SU(1,1) is beneficial only
when N s is of the same order as N¯, well outside both the
undepleted pump regime and current experimental capa-
bilities. Figure 2(a) graphically compares our pumped-up
scheme with conventional SU(1,1) interferometry; this
includes analytic undepleted pump expressions and
numerical truncated Wigner simulations [42–44] where
aˆ0 is treated as a quantum degree of freedom, thereby
incorporating the effect of pump depletion [31].
It was recently shown that the Loschmidt echo protocol
saturates the QCRB [32]. In this protocol, the dynamics that
evolved the initial state to the state with QFI F are reversed,
and a measurement that projects the final state onto the initial
state is made. For our scheme, this reversal corresponds to
the second tritter and second spin-mixing step, followed by a
measurement signal SˆLE ¼ jα0; 0; 0ihα0; 0; 0j. However, in
practice, superselection rules forbid measurements that
project onto this initial pump coherent state; if instead
we ignore the pump and choose a measurement signal
Sˆ0LE ¼ j0; 0ih0; 0j ¼
P
N jN; 0; 0ihN; 0; 0j, we obtain the
suboptimal sensitivity Δϕ ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F ðθÞ − N¯sin4θ
p
[31].
An operationally more convenient approach is to mea-
sure the number sum of the side modes at the outputs [as
done in conventional SU(1,1) interferometry]. Although
suboptimal, this phase measurement is more robust to
inefficient detection than a Loschmidt echo [46] and within
the undepleted pump regime gives a phase sensitivity [31]
ΔϕN ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
VarðNˆsÞ
q
j∂hNˆsi=∂ϕj

ϕ¼0
¼ 2j cscð2θÞjﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ηðrÞN¯
p þOð1=N¯3=2Þ; ð8Þ
where ηðrÞ≡ coshð2rÞ− sinð2ϑÞ sinhð2rÞ. Optimal param-
eters ϑopt ¼ 3pi=2 and θopt ¼ pi=4 give minimum sensitivity
ΔϕN ≈2expð−rÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N¯
p
. As confirmed in Fig. 1(b), this is
never more than a factor of 2 larger than the QCRB and
saturates this bound for N s ≳ 2.
Hybrid atom-light pumped-up SU(1,1) interferometry.—
As shown in Fig. 1(c), the atomic and photonic pumps are
mixed with their respective side modes via a variable angle
two-mode beam splitter: UˆaBSðθÞ ¼ exp½−iθðe−iϑaˆ0aˆ†1 þ
H:c:Þ and similarly for UˆbBSðθÞ [see Figs. 1(iv) and 1(v)].
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The atomic modes are coupled via coherent light pulses
commonly employed in atom interferometers [47]. For
simplicity, we assume the atomic and photonic beam splitters
have identical angle θ and phase ϑ. As shown in Fig. 2(b),
pumped-up SU(1,1) interferometry within a hybrid atom-
light systemhas qualitative similarities to the spinorBECcase
and therefore possesses all the same advantages over conven-
tional SU(1,1) interferometry.One subtle difference is that the
overall enhancement depends on both the total particle
number N¯ (atomsþ photons) and the fraction of initial pump
atoms to pump photons, nf. Specifically, to leading order in
N¯, the maximum QFI and minimum phase sensitivity for a
number-sum measurement are [31]
F ðθoptÞ ¼
(
N¯ −N s; N s <
1
4
;
max
n ½ηðr;nfÞ2
4½ηðr;nfÞ−1 N¯;F ð0Þ
o
; N s ≥
1
4
;
ð9Þ
ΔϕN ¼ 2=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ηðr; nfÞN¯
q
; ð10Þ
where ηðnfÞ≡ coshð2rÞ þ ½2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃnfp =ð1þ nfÞ sinhð2rÞ and
ϑopt ¼ 3pi=4. For fixed N¯, the optimal regime is nf ¼ 1,
giving identical expressions to the spinor BEC case. More
generally, there are likely to be considerably more photons
than atoms (nf < 1); since photons are “cheap” compared
with atoms (in the sense that there are more severe particle-
flux constraints on atoms than photons [48,49]), a large
absolute sensitivity could be obtained by increasing the
number of pump photons (i.e., increasing N¯) while simulta-
neously decreasing nf (therefore decreasing the per particle
sensitivity), in the spirit of information recycling protocols
[26,27,50–53].
Effect of losses.—Finally, we compare the performance
of both pumped-up schemes to conventional SU(1,1)
interferometry under the following three experimental
sources of loss.
(i) Particle loss.—During spin-mixing dynamics of a
spinor condensate, particle loss is primarily caused by
two-body recombination between atoms [54–56], while for
FWM within the hybrid atom-light system, one-body
particle losses are due to the spontaneous scattering of
atoms and photons [24]. Two-body losses during the spin-
mixing dynamics are modeled with the master equation
∂tρˆ ¼ −ði=ℏÞ½HˆSMD; ρˆ þ
P
i;j¼0;γi;jD½aˆiaˆjρˆ and one-
body losses from the pumps during FWM with ∂tρˆ¼
−ði=ℏÞ½HˆFWM; ρˆþðγa0D½aˆ0þγb0D½bˆ0Þρˆ, whereD½Lˆρˆ≡
Lˆ ρˆ Lˆ† − 1
2
fLˆ†Lˆ; ρˆg and γi;j, γa0 , and γb0 are loss rates.
Since two-body loss is strongly number dependent, within
the undepleted pump regime, losses predominantly occur
from the pump mode. Consequently, the precise value of
loss rates involving collisions with aˆ atoms relative to
γ0;0 is unimportant, so for simplicity we set γi;j ¼ γ. We
numerically solved these master equations and computed
the phase sensitivity under the effect of these losses via the
truncated Wigner simulation method [31]. As shown in the
left panel in Fig. 3, these types of particle loss affect
pumped-up and conventional SU(1,1) interferometry sim-
ilarly; consequently, our pumped-up approach maintains its
considerable advantage.
(ii) Imperfect particle detection.—We model imperfect
detection resolution as a Gaussian noise of variance ðΔnÞ2,
which corresponds to an uncertainty Δn in the particle
number measured at the output. This technical noise
increases the quantum noise on the signal, modifying the
phase sensitivity: ðΔϕNÞ2¼½VarðNˆsÞþðΔnÞ2=ð∂ϕhNˆsiÞ2
[57]. In general, this modifies the optimal operating point;
FIG. 2. Comparison of pumped-up and conventional SU(1,1)
interferometry, engineered within (a) a spinor BEC and (b) a hybrid
atom-light system (with nf ¼ 1). The total particle number is
N¯ ¼ 104. Sensitivities are plotted in (i), while optimal tritter (or
beam splitter) angles θopt for pumped-up interferometry are shown
in (ii). For our pumped-up schemes, Δϕmin ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F ðθoptÞ
p
is the
QCRB, and ðΔϕNÞ2 ¼ minθ;ϕVarðNˆsÞ=j∂hNˆsi=∂ϕj2 gives the
phase sensitivity for a number-sum measurement of the two side
modes at the output; these are plotted for ϑopt. ΔϕSUð1;1Þ ¼
1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F ð0Þp is the QCRB for conventional SU(1,1) interferometry,
only saturated by a number-sum measurement of the side modes
within the undepleted pump regime. Solid lines are analytic curves
obtained in the undepleted pump regime (accurate to all orders of
N¯—see [31] for exact expressions), whereas markers are truncated
Wigner simulations which include the effects of pump depletion
[45]. The four vertical lines indicate the degree of squeezing
associated with four values of hNˆsi; these mark experimentally
accessible regimes ranging from currently achievable (3 dB) to
extremely challenging (20 dB).
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however, provided Δn≲ N¯, the sensitivity of pumped-up
SU(1,1) interferometry is independent of imperfect particle
detection [31]. This is a further advantage of pumped-up
interferometry over conventional SU(1,1) interferometry.
Furthermore, this robustness and superior performance is
maintained for Δn > N¯ [see the middle panel in Fig. 3].
(iii) Phase difference noise.—In contrast to conventional
SU(1,1) interferometry, our pumped-up schemes are sen-
sitive to both the phase sum ϕ and the phase difference φ
between both arms of the interferometer. If an experiment
cannot perfectly control φ from shot to shot (e.g., energy
shifts in spinor BECs due to the linear Zeeman effect), this
degrades the sensitivity. We study the effect of this noise by
assuming φ is a Gaussian noise with variance σ2φ. As shown
in the right panel in Fig. 3, this degrades the sensitivity of
pumped-up schemes compared with conventional SU(1,1)
interferometry, particularly for larger values of quantum
enhancement. Nevertheless, for the moderate levels of
quantum enhancement achievable in practice, pumped-up
SU(1,1) interferometry still surpasses conventional SU(1,1)
interferometry between a factor of 2 and 10—even for
large σφ. Furthermore, the experimental results of Ref. [28]
suggest that noise due to φ can be minimized in spinor BEC
interferometers.
Conclusions.—We have shown that pumped-up SU(1,1)
interferometry considerably outperforms conventional
SU(1,1) interferometry, even when typical experimental
losses are included. Importantly, we illustrated the viability
of pump enhancement in both spinor BECs and hybrid
atom-light systems—which have both realized proof-of-
principle conventional SU(1,1) interferometry and are
therefore capable of realizing our pumped-up schemes in
the near term. Pumped-up SU(1,1) interferometry therefore
pushes the advantages of conventional SU(1,1) interfer-
ometry into the regime of high absolute sensitivity, a
necessary condition for useful quantum-enhanced devices.
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